
With its sleek and ergonomic design, Sidekick is the perfect choice for healthcare 
professionals who need to stay organized and productive while on the move. Ideal as a 
mobile laptop stand for private offices or a versatile workstation for on-the-go use, Sidekick 
offers the convenience and flexibility that healthcare professionals need to get the job done.

Sidekick’s height adjustability provides comfort and flexibility for presenters of all heights. 
Their spacious workspace doubles as a laptop stand, making presentations seamless and 
easy. Secure storage keeps valuable equipment and materials safe and accessible. 

Sidekick Mobile Pedestals are perfect for quickly reconfiguring education spaces and providing 
each student with a space for storing books and personal items. Whether you’re looking to 
create collaborative workspaces or individual study areas, Sidekick offers the flexibility and 
mobility that modern educational environments demand. Meet your new work bestie.

SIDEKICK
patent-pending mobile work pedestals



Whether you need additional work surface, a different height, or an entirely new configuration, 
Sidekick’s patent-pending design provides the flexibility and adaptability needed to keep your 
workspace efficient and productive.

Sidekick is designed for the modern individual. Allowing you to create an individualized
environment that fits with your unique and versatile work style. Sidekick provides the freedom 
to work anywhere, simply and securely. 

Sidekick pedestals provide the ideal solution for those who don’t want to be tethered to a 
desk all day. Sidekick allows users to move freely and independently, creating a workspace 
that suits individual needs and preferences. For heads-down work or collaboration, Sidekick 
lets you choose your own adventure. 

Get to know Sidekick.

Sidekick mobile work pedestals serve dual purpose storage and height-adjustable 
workspace to work the way you do. A trusted companion of the hybrid office, 
Sidekick’s pull handles make maneuvering and reconfiguring a cinch, while durable 
construction and locking doors keep valuables secure. Comfy seat pads create 
temporary seating where needed, with multiple configurations to suit every work 
style. The patent-pending Sidekick makes it easy to work, sit and store!

www.scale1to1.com/sidekick  |  Let’s be friends! Instagram: @scale1to1
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